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Who got the most snow
201415?

Following today’s snow (which chiefly concerns the northwestern Alps) the
weather is going to settle down for a while with lots of fine weather in the
forecast over the next 2 or 3 days. With the sun beginning to strengthen now it
will feel springlike at times, particularly on southfacing slopes.
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However, next week it will gradually turn more unsettled with early signs of a
proper return to winter next weekend. Watch this space…

The snow quality
equation

Detailed forecast:

What is the Foehn?

Austria

Avoiding rain
Avalanche awareness

Saturday will start cloudy for most with showers and a little snow above 600
800m. However, drier, brighter weather in the far west will spread to other parts
of the Austrian Alps as the day goes on.

Who got the most snow
201314?

Sunday will be mostly dry with unbroken sunshine in the west of the country,
some cloud further east. It will feel mild again, particularly in the northern Alps.
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Monday will be mostly sunny and very mild everywhere.

Who got the most snow
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France

Season progress report

Who got the most snow
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Saturday will start sunny (and remain sunny in the southern French Alps).
Further north, however, it will turn a little cloudier later in the day with the odd
snow flurry (800m) possible.

The winter of 201213 in
pictures

Sunday and Monday will be dry, mostly sunny and quite mild.
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Italy

201314
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Saturday may start cloudy in the Dolomites. Further west it will be sunny and
this brighter weather will extend to all parts later in the day.
Sunday and Monday will then be sunny and mild.

Plenty of sun in Alta Badia today – with more to come over the next few days.

Switzerland
Saturday will be mostly sunny to start with, but cloud will increase in the
northern Alps with the odd shower possible later (snow 800m). Most places will
however stay dry.
Sunday and Monday will be dry with long sunny spells and mild temperatures.

Outlook:

It will gradually turn unsettled again as we move through next week, with at
least a little snow for most and the possibility of a more serious return to winter
next weekend.
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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Next detailed snow forecast will be on Monday 24 February 2014, but
see Today in the Alps for daily updates

